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The Drawing System 
Available from Artline C. Williams are a set of pens for 

writing or drafting which use a water-based black or red 
pigment ink that is fade proof and water resistant when dry. 
The pens can be used on tracing or art paper and come in 
six line widths- 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.8mm and are 
priced at £3.75 plus VAT per pack of three or singly at £1.25 
plus VAT each. 

Another product from the same company are a set of 
disposable calligraphy pens. The Artline calligraphy pens 
contain a dense black, red or blue water-based pigment ink 
which is also fade proof and smudge-resistant when dry and 
odourless. The pens are available in three nib sizes, 1, 2 and 
3mm and are packaged in wallets of three or individually at 
a cost of £2.97 plus VAT and 99p plus VAT respectively. 

AMAdmel 
New from AM Admel at a cost of £459 plus VAT, is an 

AO Track and Trolley drafting machine designed for left
handed draftspersons. This drawing system, the R111B, has 
reversed the normal arrangement of parking the vertical 
track on a drawing board on the left -hand side with the 
protractor head and scales to the right. The system now 
enables the operator to control and move the protractor head 
with the ri~ht hand while the left hand is free for drawing, 
thus enablmg the user to have a clear view of the scales and 
the drawing surface. Details from AM Admel Ltd., 
Brooklands Road, Weybridge, Surrey, KT13 ORL. Tele
phone: (0932) 47212. 

The Artograph DB400 
. :ne Ar~ograph projector from Frisk Products will pro
Ject tllustratwns, graphics, photographs or even 3D objects 
onto any surface without the need for intermediate drawing. 
It can enlarge by up to 300% onto a drawing board or table 
top in its normal position and up to 800% by swivelling the 
unit and projecting the image onto the floor or a wall. 

Details from Frisk Products Ltd., 4 Franthome Way, 
Randlesdown Road, London, SE6 3BT. Tel: 01-698-3481 
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Frisk Strip Boards 
Frisk Products have introduced Scanastrip, a new range 

of self- adhesive surface boards designed for line and wash, 
airbrush illustration and water colour which are laminated 
onto a medium weight carrier board using a low-tack ad
hesive backing. 

The boards are stable and rigid with a self-adhesive 
repositionable surface that can easily be peeled off yet is 
resistant to accidental lifting during handling, posting or 
colour scanning. Scanastrip is available in sheets or medium 
weight board in SRA2, SRA3 and SRA4 sizes. 

Kuretake Opaquing Pens 
A range of opaquing and spotting pens have been added 

to the Kuretake Zig range of pens. The Zig Opaque pens can 
be used to cover pinholes with a single touch or any un
wanted lines on a negative in a single pass. The ink takes 
well to film without peeling or flaking, flows smoothly, 
dries instantly and completely blocks out ultra-violet light. 

The pens come in five tip sizes: ultrafine, fine, medium, 
broad and rubber brush tip in a wallet containing one of each 
size at a cost of £18.58 including VAT. 

Details from Kuretake Ltd., 10 Moons Park, Burnt 
Meadow, Redditch, Worcestershire, B98 9PA. Telephone: 
(0527) 62828 Fax: (0527) 60765 

Rotatrim 
A new addition to Rotatrim's extensive range of 

general purpose rotary cutters is the M30WB cutter which 
has a special 20 inch wide baseboard with a 30 inch cut 
length - approximately twice the standard width - and a full 
length aluminium rule incorporating an adjustable cursor. 
The new cutter is particularity suited to cutting large format 
cartographic materials or photographs, graphic arts film and 
mounting board up to 3mm thick. 

Letraset 
Letraset have recently advertised to users a number of 

special offers, new products and additions to their range of 
graphic design products. 

New additions include 8 dry transfer condensed letter
ing sheets, 7 Letragraphia Premier typefaces, 7 symbols 
sheets, 8 sheets of decorative borders, a 12 piece Pantone 
marker set, a range of colour tint and blend markers plus 
additions to the Letravision projectable film range and the 
Letrafile range. 

The special offers include £254 worth of Pantone 
books free, a free airbrush when you purchase a Jun Air 
Compressor, free TDK cassettes or video tapes with line
board and a saving of £19.95 with each order of Digital 
Design. 

Details from Letraset UK Ltd., 195/203 Waterloo 
Street, London, SE1 8XJ. Telephone: 01-928-7551 Fax: 
01-261 0781. 
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Dymo 3000 Electronic 
New from Dymo is an electronic version of their label

makers which should make life a bit easier for map curators. 
The Dymo 3000 uses a wheel based dot matrix printer 
which prints on to self-adhesive tape leaving the surface 
smooth rather than embossed as before on the conventional 
manual type. It can produce labels in a variety of sizes, 
styles and colours on pressure sensitive tape including 
double and quadruple height, double width, bold, outline 
and shadowed lettering. 

Other features are a memory for up to 55 characters, a 
preview window for editing and the ability to produce 
symbols, numerals and foreign accents. Power is by battery 
or mains. 

Kroy 
Two new products have been added to the Kroy range 

of desktop labelling and lettering systems, the Duratype 240 
and the smaller Duratype 200 which retail at £495 and £129 
respectively. 

The Duratype 240 is a mains or battery powered unit 
with a Azerty or Querty keyboard and a 16 character LCD 
display which prints onto opaque or transparent tape 
bonded inside the machine to give a scratch resistant finish. 
The resident typestyle is similar to Helvetica Medium and 
additional styles including a 16pt vertical typestyle can be 
stored in the machine. The Duratype prints standard char
acters, numerals and punctuation marks as well as 240 
graphic symbols and a set of Western European languages. 
The lettering is printed on black on clear or white tape and 
blue or red on white tape which comes in 600 inch long 
cartridges. 

The Duratype 200 is very lightweight and is small 
enough to fit into a briefcase. The six character edit window 
has indicators for capitals, style and font with a 55 character 
memory even when switched off. The lettering can be 
printed on the same range of tapes as the 240 with the 
addition of gold on black or clear tape. 

Details from Kroy (Europe) Ltd., Worton Grange, 
Reading, Berkshire, RG2 9LZ. Telephone: (0734) 861411. 

Linotype 
Linotype have added six new volumes to the volumes 

already extensive range in their PostScript fount library -
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Adobe Garamond, Adobe Garamond Expert Set, ITC Ber
keley, Meridien, Utopia and Utopia Expert Set. The founts 
are in Macintosh and MS-DOS format for use in a wide 
range of mini, mainframe and personal computers. 

Details from Linotype Ltd. , Bath Road, Cheltenham, 
Gloucestershire, GL53 7LR. Telephone: (0242) 222333 or 
the Font Shop (0242) 222354. 

Monotype 
Monotype have announced that the current range of 

Type 3 PostScript fonts are to be converted into Type 1 
semi-hinted format from February 1990 and will be mar
keted as MONOTYPE CLASSIC FONTS. The new font 
format will be compatible with Adobe fonts and the Adobe 
Type Manager and will give a higher quality 300dpi output 
from laser printers at a slightly increased cost to £40 per 
font with upgrades from Type 3 fonts at £5 per font. 

New Type 3 format fonts available for both Macintosh 
and IBM-PC include Times New Roman Small Text, Plan
tin Expert, Bembo Expert, Abadi Condensed and Spectrum. 
These fonts are the last that will be released in the Type 3 
format and include the first of the Expert Sets to be released. 
The Expert Sets are special packages which contain a 
character set for professional and expert users with small 
caps, old style figures, plus superior and inferior figures for . 
fractions. 

Details from Monotype Typography, Salfords, Redhill, 
RH1 5JP. Telephone: (0737) 7656959 Fax: (0737) 769243. 

Dalite Minor Lamps 
Plandale offer the Dalite Minor Lamp which has been 

designed for maximum stability and ease of operation. With 
three adjustable friction joints the lamps remain stable when 
mounted on drawing boards and can be easily adjusted to 
illuminate the required area. While incorporating a separate 
lamp reflector which prevents the lampshade from becom
ing excessively hot, there is still sufficient heat output from 
the 75 watt bulb to dry ink. The Dalite Minor retails at £47 
plus VAT., details from Office Equipment (John Dale) Ltd., 
Clink Street, London, SE1 9DQ. Telephone: 01-403-0813 

Swan Stabilo 
Stabilo Softcolour is a new range of high quality soft

lead coloured pencils designed for graphic art work which 
requires strong evenly coloured areas. The soft colour ad
here to all painting surfaces, such as paper, cardboard, wood 
or textiles and can be overpainted with turpentine, alcohol 
or benzine and still remain lightfast, smudge and water
proof. 

They are available in metal boxed sets of 12, 24, 36, 
48, 60 and 72 pencils or singly.and the full range of 80 
colours can be obtained in a double-layered wooden pres
entation case with integral sharpener or in a metal selection 
box containing 12 assorted grey tones. 

Free samples and further details are available from 
Swan Stabilo Ltd., 74 Buckingham Avenue, Slough, Berk
shire, SLI 4PA. Telephone: (0753)821941 Fax (0753) 
691317. 
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Schaefer C14 Waxer 
Latest addition to the Schaefer range is a 14-inch waxer 

which is designed to operate at a lower temperature due to 
the positioning of the heavy duty motorised controls. It has 
a built-in catch pan to collect any spillage and an adjustable 
thermostat which ensures a correct working wax tempera
ture. A movable stripper allows film or paper as small as 
3/8" to be coated and a setting dial controls the thickness of 
the coating. 

Agfa-Gevaert 
Agfa have introduced a new daylight working film 

Dayrex DXll to the market. The film has been developed 
to produce a photographic quality image onto a polyester 
film which also has all the desired properties of a conven
tional drawing film. 

Dayrex DXll can be used to produce direct-positive 
copies of maps or technical drawings, CAD hard copy, 
intermediate copies for diazo paper prints and pin register 
compilations or film separations. The film has a dimension
ally stable tear-resistant Gevaert polyester base of O.lmm 
thickness and a matt back layer suitable for conventional 
drawing. Dayrex DXll film has a wide exposure latitude 
and can be exposed on a photographic contact frame or 
drum unit to ultra-violet or metal halogen lamps and de
veloped through all R.A.M. and lith - processors. 

Details from Agfa Gevaert Ltd., Graphic Systems Di
vision, 27 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 
9AX. Telephone: 01- 560-2131. 

Folex Film Pads 
Folex have just introduced a new range of film pro

ducts, Folamask Ruby, Folarex HS, Folarex PR and Folarex 
TA- all pads are available in A4, A3 and A2 sizes. Folamask 
Ruby cut'n peel film has an actinically dense but visually 
transparent red membrane on a clear 75 microns thick 
transparent and dimensionally stable polyester carrier film. 
The cutting surface is self-sealing and thin enough to allow 
easy cutting yet strong enough for single pull-offs to be 
possible. 

Folarex HS 75 micron drafting film is a tear resistant, 
dimensionally stable polyester drafting film that can be 
stored indefinitely. The film is non-yellowing, non-metal 
marking and is coated with a special matt pigment which 
accepts drawing inks, pencil, felt pens and dry transfer 
lettering yet resists the accumulation of dust particles be-
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cause of its antistatic finish. Like on most drawing films, 
errors or corrections can be easily erased with a moist 
rubber without damaging the surface and allowing red
rawing of the corrected area. 

Folarex PR is a clear, transparent 100 micron polyester 
film which is tear resistant and coated on both sides to 
accept conventional drawing inks and water based colours. 
Folarex TA is a crystal clear (photographic grade) 100 
micron tri-acetate film which is also coated on both sides to 
accept conventional drawing inks and water based colours. 

Details from Folex Ltd., 18-19 Monkspath Business 
Park, Shirley, Solihull, West Midlands, B90 4NY. Tele
phone 021-733-3833 Fax 021-733-3222. 

Protocol Punch Register 
Protocol have introduced a new collection of leaflets 

covering their range of mechanical punch register systems 
and equipment. The leaflets cover cartographic register 
punches; film register punches; register pins; film cutters 
and the Protocol Registrator. 

Oce Graphics 
Oce Graphics (formerly Schlumberger Graphics) have 

introduced the 6421 high quality digitising tablet to its 
extensive range of desktop digitisers at a price of £435. The 
6421 has a 12 in.x12in. active area and is aimed primarily 
at the ever increasing micro CAD market and is designed 
to allows users to insert overlays for software which is menu 
driven. The 6421 digitiser, through its ADI Driver is also 
suitable as an input source for AutoCAD. 

TDS Numonics 
Two new products being introduced by TDS N umonics 

are the GraphicMaster digitising tablets and the GridMaster 
digitising mats. The GraphicMaster tablets can be driven by 
Macintosh Plus, SE or 11, Microsoft Mouse, Windows or 
Autodesk Device Interface (ADI) and are expected to be 
available in three sizes (30x30 cm, 30x45 cm and 50x50 cm 
active areas) and operate with a 4-button cursor or pen 
stylus in point, stream, switch stream, incremental, polled 
or timed modes at an accuracy of 0.25mm and a resolution 
of 0.025mm. Other features include metric or imperial host 
selectable units, host computer or user-definable coordinate 
origin, built-in tablet tilt angles, pen-tilt correction and an 
RS 232 line power supply. 

The GridMaster mats can also be driven by Macintosh 
Plus, SE or 11, Microsoft Mouse, Windows or Autodesk 
Device Interface (ADI) and are expected to be available in 
two sizes (12x12 inch and 12x18 inch active areas) and 
operate with a4-button cursor or pen stylus in point, stream, 
switch stream, incremental stream or polled modes at an 
accuracy of 0.25mm and a resolution of 0.025mm. Other 
features include Summagraphics, IBM PC/XT/ AT and Ma
cintosh compatibility, metric or imperial host selectable 
units, host computer or user-definable coordinate origin, 
built- in tablet tilt angles, pen-tilt correction and an RS 232C 
line power supply. Details from TDS Numonics, Lower 
Philips Road, Blackburn BB 1 5TH. Telephone: (0254) 
676921 Fax: (0254) 581574. 
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